
The Story of Zahra 

The crystal-clear water splashed into the ornate alabaster jar; the droplets sparkling like jewels in the 

sunlight. The clunk of the handle meant it was time to lift again, to draw the last remaining drops of 

precious water into the pipe. One last heave and the final drops fell into the water jug. Zahra bent down 

carefully, took hold of the handles and lifted the heavy pot, firstly into her arms, then higher to her 

shoulder and finally with a groan of effort, onto her head. Her journey back to the tree could now begin.  

 

Her golden dress, with flashes of blue and green, caught the sun's light as she moved and they danced 

around her like fireflies, reflecting shimmering colours on the bare ground beneath her. Her hair was 

braided in cornrows, with silver and golden clasps and beads which clinked together like chimes. Her bare 

feet, walking along the path, took smaller and smaller steps forward, but still she continued walking on. 

She swayed gently in the heat as the sun scorched the barren ground for another long day of the African 

summer.  

 

Moments later, she approached the gnarled and twisted tree, which was leafless, dry and dying. The once 

mighty Boabab, which stood proudly above the savannah, now resembled a shrivelled stick; it was the only 

sign of life in the now deserted plain. She reached the tree, knelt down at its trunk and carefully poured 

out every drop of water and watched as it disappeared into the scorched earth. 

 

As time passed she carried on with the same task. She continued as the sun passed its zenith and began its 

slow descent through the afternoon. By the evening, Zahra could pump no more from the well, could carry 

the jar no further and could no longer walk any further. She sat at the base of the tree, faint with 

exhaustion. The tree stood motionless, bereft of life. A single tear gently crept down Zahra's face; the 

realisation dawning that the tree would live no more. It slid over her cheek, down her chin and then fell to 

the ground. She lay down next to the tree to rest, knowing the journey home would be with a heavy heart. 

She closed her eyes to rest, little knowing the tear had found its way to the tree’s roots.  

 

A single leaf began to grow, next another and then more, until the whole tree was covered by a dense, lush 

canopy. As if in thanks, the tree's trunk began to untwist, until the shade fell over Zahra.  

 

Year 5 Expectations 

Expanded noun phrases 

Cohesion  

Modal verbs 

Relative clauses 



Relative pronouns 

Commas for parenthesis 

Describing characters and settings 

Range of clause structures 

Semi Colon 

 

 


